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Abstract

Reasoning about temporal and spatial information is a common task in com-
puter science, especially in the field of artificial intelligence. The topic of this
thesis is the study of such reasoning from a computational perspective. We
study a number of different qualitative point based formalisms for temporal
reasoning and provide a complete classification of computational tractability
for different time models. We also develop more general methods which can
be used for proving tractability and intractability of other relational algebras.
Even though most of the thesis pertains to qualitative reasoning the methods
employed here can also be used for quantitative reasoning. For instance, we
introduce a tractable and useful extension to the quantitative point based
formalism STP6=. This extension gives the algebra an expressibility which
subsumes the largest tractable fragment of the augmented interval algebra
and has a faster and simpler algorithm for deciding consistency.

The use of disjunctions in temporal formalisms is of great interest not
only since disjunctions are a key element in different logics but also since
the expressibility can be greatly enhanced in this way. If we allow arbitrary
disjunctions, the problems under consideration typically become intractable
and methods to identify tractable fragments of disjunctive formalisms are
therefore useful. One such method is to use the independence property. We
present an automatic method for deciding this property for many relational
algebras. Furthermore, we show how this concept can not only be used for
deciding tractability of sets of relations but also to demonstrate intractability
of relations not having this property. Together with other methods for mak-
ing total classifications of tractability this goes a long way towards easing
the task of classifying and understanding relational algebras.

The tractable fragments of relational algebras are sometimes not expres-
sive enough to model real-world problems and a backtracking solver is needed.
For these cases we identify another property among relations which can be
used to aid general backtracking based solvers to find solutions faster.
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Introduction

Many problems in computer science and artificial intelligence include a com-
ponent of temporal or spatial reasoning, cf. Golumbic and Shamir [GS93] for
an extensive list of examples from a wide variety of application areas. For this
purpose, many different formalisms for modeling and reasoning about real
world problems have been proposed. Some of the best known formalisms in-
clude Allen’s Interval algebra [All83], the region connection calculus [RCC92]
and various point algebras [VKvB89, AMR98].

In this thesis we will consider temporal reasoning from a computational
perspective. That is, we do not examine or introduce new formalisms for
modeling problems but rather examine already established formalisms from
a computational perspective. We also demonstrate how these formalisms
may be extended and analyze how this affects the computational properties.

The two most common computational tasks when reasoning about tem-
poral or spatial information are that of determining whether the information
is consistent and that of deducing new information. For most formalisms
these two problems are polynomial time equivalent and we will therefore
only consider the satisfiability problem, i.e. deciding whether or not some
given information is consistent. If we wish to determine whether a certain
relation is entailed by some temporal information, this can easily be done by
checking for inconsistency when adding the negation of the entailed relation
to the original information.

To give a concrete example of where temporal reasoning may be applied
consider the following scenario. Professor Hill, Dr. Green and Mr. Smith all
have attended a small conference with three sequential sessions X,Y and Z.
We know for sure that there was no break between Y and Z but we have no
other knowledge of the order of how X,Y and Z were scheduled. Professor
Hill arrived well before the conference and left shortly after session Z, telling
Mr. Smith that he felt ill. Dr Green’s flight arrived late, and he met Prof.
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Basic relation Example Endpoints

x before y b xxx x+ < y−

y after x a yyy

x meets y m xxxx x+ = y−

y met by x m−1 yyyy

x overlaps y o xxxx x− < y− < x+,
y overl. by x o−1 yyyy x+ < y+

x during y d xxx x− > y−,
y includes x d−1 yyyyyyy x+ < y+

x starts y s xxx x− = y−,
y started by x s−1 yyyyyyy x+ < y+

x finishes y f xxx x+ = y+,
y finished by x f−1 yyyyyyy x− > y−

x equals y eq xxxx x− = y−,
yyyy x+ = y+

Table 1: The thirteen basic relations of the interval algebra. The endpoint
relations x− < x+ and y− < y+ that are valid for all relations have been
omitted

Hill in the entrance as Prof. Hill was leaving the conference. Furthermore,
we know that Dr. Green attended at least parts of sessions X,Y and that
he also talked briefly to Mr. Smith during the conference even though Mr.
Smith left the conference early during session X.

The question now is, in what order were the sessions scheduled and could
Prof. Hill possibly have attended session X before leaving? To answer this
question we can use Allen’s interval algebra [All83] which is a temporal for-
malism which has been extensively studied. Allen’s interval algebra is a
relational algebra consisting of 13 atomic relations and their disjunctions.
The relations of the interval algebra operate over intervals in a real val-
ued domain and are the following: before (b), after (a), meets (m), met-by
(m−1), overlaps (o), overlapped-by (o−1), during (d), includes (d−1), starts
(s), started-by (s−1), finishes (f), finished-by (f−1) and equals (eq). An ex-
planation of these atomic relations can be found in Table 1. We can model
temporal problems using the Allen algebra by expressing them as interval
algebra networks. An interval algebra network is a set of variables and a set
of binary constraints over the variables where each constraint is a disjunc-
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Figure 1: The interval algebra network from the example

tion of the atomic relations. The disjunction of the relations before (b) and
after (a) is written as (b,a) and the constraint x(b, a)y is satisfied whenever
interval x occurs strictly before or strictly after y.

We can now model this problem using Allen’s interval algebra; we let
the variables X, Y, Z represent the time intervals of the sessions and A,B,C
represent the durations of Prof. Hill, Dr. Green and Mr. Smith’s presence at
the conference. It is now easy to translate the problem described above into
interval constraints: For instance, since we know that there was no break
between sessions Y and Z we have the constraint

Y (m,m−1) Z

which should be interpreted as “interval Y meets or is met-by Z”. That is,
interval Y either follows directly after interval Z or interval Z follows directly
after interval Y . Furthermore, from the problem description we learn that
Prof. Hill arrived strictly before session X started but we have no further
information of the relationship between interval A and X. We therefore have
the constraint:

A (b,m, o, d−1, f−1) X

since these disjunctive atomic interval relations all fulfill the requirement
that A began strictly before X while the other 7 atomic relations do not.
In Figure 1 the complete interval algebra network for this problem can be
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Figure 2: A possible assignment to the intervals

found. There are many different solvers made for testing satisfiability of such
networks. Depending on the type of relations occurring in the interval net-
works different methods can be employed in such solvers. Two commonly
occurring methods are to enforce path-consistency or to use backtracking to
non-deterministically choose relations satisfying the constraints. An interval
network is said to be path-consistent if every triplet of intervals is consis-
tent. Checking for path-consistency can easily be done in cubic time and for
many classes of interval networks this is both a sound and complete method of
deciding global consistency. For those cases where path-consistency isn’t suf-
ficient for ensuring global consistency we can employ a backtracking method
which tries every possible choice of constraining relation between every pair
of intervals.

By using a solver employing these two methods we can easily check that
the problem described this far is satisfiable and we can identify consistent
assignments to the intervals. One such possible assignment can be found in
Figure 2 where we clearly see the different schedules of the sessions and the
individuals presence at the conference. We can also apply these solvers to
deduce further information. For instance, by noting that the set of constraints
becomes unsatisfiable if we add the constraint that X occurred during Prof.
Hill’s presence at the conference

X (d, s, f) A

we know for sure that Prof. Hill missed that session. In the same manner
we can entail that the interval Z meets Y and that Y meets or comes before
X in all consistent assignments.

By studying the computational complexity of different formalisms, such
as the interval algebra, we get methods for solving these kinds of problems
and can evaluate which formalisms are best suited for different domains.
Even though we have mainly focused on qualitative temporal reasoning in
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this thesis the proof techniques and some of the results are of a more general
nature and can be applied to other forms of reasoning. For instance, in
papers II and III we apply our results to deduce new tractable classes and to
better handle the intractable classes of some spatial algebras and in paper IV
we extend a quantitative point based algebra STP6= to yield a new tractable
and expressive quantitative framework for temporal reasoning.

Contributions

An important aspect of different formalisms are the computational properties
of reasoning in the given framework. Since the time in which we seek solutions
to our problems generally is restricted, it is worthwhile to classify different
frameworks according to their time complexity. We say that problems which
can be solved in polynomial time are tractable and call problems in the
complexity class NP (or higher) intractable. That is, we assume as usual
that the classes NP and P are not the same.

The task of temporal reasoning is typically viewed as a constraint satisfac-
tion problem. Since the general constraint satisfaction problem is intractable,
much effort has been made to find necessary and sufficient conditions for
ensuring tractability of different constraint satisfaction problems. The two
main approaches here are to either identify tractable problems by restrictions
on the overall structure of the problem [Fre85, GLS99, PJ97], or to put re-
strictions on the constraints considered [PJ97, DBvH99, JC95, vBD95]. In
the former case it is often the constraint graph of problem instances which
must have certain properties such as bipartiteness while in the later case the
constraint relation must generally be chosen from a specific set of allowed
relations. These two approaches for identifying tractable problems are also
used for temporal and spatial reasoning. That is, tractable temporal and spa-
tial reasoning problems are identified either by limitations on which variables
may be related (cf. Dechter et al. [DMP91]) or how these variables are con-
strained (cf. [KJJ01, DJ97, Ren99]). In this thesis we will only consider the
later approach, ensuring tractability by restricting the allowed constraints,
since this method has proven successful for many different formalisms and
since it allows us to make total classifications of tractability. That is, we
not only show that the problems considered are tractable when they only
contain relations from certain sets, but also that as soon as other relations
are considered the problems become intractable.
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Since we consider many different formalisms with different restrictions on
them we choose to look at all these formalisms from a common constraint
satisfaction viewpoint. The computational problem at hand, that of deciding
satisfiability, can easily be described as a constraint satisfaction problem
with the domain and restrictions on allowed constraints dependent on the
formalism. Given an implicit domain and a set Γ of relations over the domain
we write CspSat(Γ) for the computational task of deciding whether a set
of constraints over the relations in Γ is satisfiable or not. For instance, the
domain can be the set of all real numbers R and the relations the full set of 8
relations which can be formed by disjunctions of the 3 atomic point relations
less-than (<), greater-than (>) and equality (=), in which case CspSat is a
tractable problem. Using this unifying viewpoint of the different formalisms
for temporal reasoning we can describe problem instances Π of CspSat(Γ)
as a set of variables V and a set of constraints C where each constraint
consists of one relation from Γ and one or more variables from V . The
problem instance is satisfiable iff there exists a mapping from the variables
onto the domain such that for each constraint the image of all the variables in
the constraint is part of the constraint’s relation. Such a satisfying mapping
from the variables onto the domain is called a model of the problem instance.

Using this view on the problems at hand it is only natural to consider the
question of the complexity when we extend the allowed relations in Γ. Since
many formalisms only allow binary constraints, their expressibility can be
greatly enhanced by allowing disjunctions of relations in Γ. For instance, by
extending various point algebras with disjunctions we have identified many
new tractable problems with a good expressibility.

For temporal reasoning, Allen’s interval algebra [All83, KJJ01] and the
point algebra [VKvB89] have been the most dominant formalisms and are
well understood. In terms of the constraint satisfaction viewpoint above
the domain for these algebras is the set of all intervals and the set of real
numbers respectively. The set of relations we consider are subsets of the full
set of 8192 relations which can be formed by disjunctions of the 13 atomic
Allen relations and subsets of the set of 8 relations which can be formed by
disjunctions of the 3 atomic point relations less-than (<), greater-than (>)
and equality (=).

For the interval algebra IA a complete classification of tractability has
been given by Krokhin et al. [KJJ01]. Tractability of the full point algebra
is easy and it has been shown [Kou96, JB98] that it can be extended with
disjunction of disequality while preserving tractability. That is, we can han-
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dle in polynomial time not only binary constraints such as x ≤ y but also
non-binary constraints such as:

x ≤ y ∨ z 6= w ∨ s 6= t

This is interesting since one of the most useful tractable fragments of the
interval algebra, Ord-Horn [NB95], can compactly be described as those re-
lations which can be expressed by such disjunctions on the end-points.

One limitation with Allen’s interval algebra and the point algebra is that
they only consider a linear model of time. However, it is clear that more com-
plex time models are needed in a variety of applications such as the analysis
of concurrent and distributed systems, certain planning domains, robot mo-
tion problems and cooperating agents [CES86, EH86, McD82, DB88, Lam78,
Ang89, ES89, Win89]. Some concrete examples of problems encountered for
these applications are presented in [RA98]. A number of alternative time
models suitable for these applications have been proposed in the literature.
The two perhaps best known models are partially-ordered time and branching
time. The partially-ordered model of time has mainly been used for studying
distributed systems (e.g. cooperating agents) [Ang89, Lam86]. The branch-
ing time model has been used, for instance, in planning [DB88, McD82] and
in the analysis of concurrent systems [ES89]. It should also be noted that
several logics based on branching time (such as CTL and CTL∗) have been
thoroughly investigated, cf. the tutorial by Emerson and Srinivasan [ES88].
Furthermore, the point algebra for branching time has been examined by
Düntsch et al. [DWM99] from an algebraic point of view. Other examples of
interesting time models include the parallel worlds model [Lam78], relativistic
time [Lam86] and the directed intervals model [Ren01].

In this thesis we investigate the computational tractability of the point
algebra for some of these different time domains. Similarly to the point alge-
bra for linear time the point algebra for partially ordered time is a relational
algebra consisting of a number of atomic relations. The domain is that of
partially ordered points and the atomic relations are less-than (<), greater-
than (>), equality (=) and parallel (‖). Branching time is defined similarly to
partially ordered time but with the added restriction that the partial orders
which constitute the interpretations must have a tree structure. For partially
ordered time with bounded dimensions the partial orders under consideration
must also be of a fixed finite dimension.

We choose to investigate the point algebra rather than the interval alge-
bra and extend it with disjunctions for several reasons. Most importantly
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because of the complexity of the interval based approach for nonlinear time
models, the interval algebra for branching and partially ordered time contains
219 and 229 relations respectively [AR96]. Using this approach we also have
high hopes of being able to compactly express the tractable interval relations
as disjunctions of end-point relations. For instance, since we can handle dis-
junctions of disequality in polynomial time for partially ordered time, the
equivalent of the Ord-Horn fragment also exists for this time model. Fur-
thermore, by allowing arbitrary disjunctions we can also express constraints
which cannot be handled by an interval based approach (without disjunc-
tions).

In paper I we present a total classification of tractability for these point
algebras. We do this for several reasons. Firstly, by identifying several
tractable classes for each algebra we can choose to model problems using
only relations from these classes and thus be certain that the problems can
be solved efficiently. Secondly, even when the problems under consideration
cannot be modeled using only relations from the tractable sets, knowledge of
which sets of relations are tractable can be used to enhance a backtracking
based solver. It is faster to backtrack over the relations in some tractable set
of relations rather than over the primitive relations of the domain. Thirdly,
by using some of the methods presented later in this thesis it is possible to
combine these tractable classes to yield new even more expressive constraint
languages, sometimes even extended with disjunctions of constraints from
multiple domains. Last but not least, by proving that these tractable classes
are the only tractable cases we gain a better understanding of the underlying
problem and know that there is no need to put further effort into discovering
new tractable classes for these domains.

For the purpose of finding tractable disjunctive extensions of tractable
problems, the k-independence property [CJJK01] has proven useful. This is a
property of relations which allows us to extend tractable sets of relations with
disjunctions. For instance, since disequality has been proven 1-independent
of the other point relations for linear time, conjunctions of constraints of the
form x1 ≤ y1 ∨ x2 6= y2 ∨ · · · ∨ xn 6= yn can be solved in polynomial time.
This is very useful since such constraints can express, for instance, every
relation in one of the most interesting tractable fragments of Allen’s interval
algebra, the Ord-Horn fragment. As we see in paper II the k-independence
property can not only be used for proving tractability of constraints but also
intractability of certain disjunctive constraints.

Considering the ad hoc nature of the many tractability classifications
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which have been made for various formalisms it is worthwhile developing
more systematic tools for proving tractability or intractability of sets of re-
lations. For the classifications of tractability in paper I we develop a few
methods for proving intractability. In paper II we look closer at the concept
of refinement which is a way of using sets of relations decided by path consis-
tency to automatically identify new tractable sets of relations. We develop a
connection between this method and the concept of independence in order to
provide an automatic tool for finding tractable sets of disjunctive relations.
A few more results for determining tractability can be found in paper III
where we look at the case of combining disjoint domains.

Since it is not always possible to restrict the relations used when modeling
problems to ensure tractability we also look at methods to more efficiently
solve intractable cases. One such method is to employ a property of rela-
tions called the partitioning property which we introduce in paper III. Using
this property it is possible to decompose complex intractable problems into
simpler problems and thus able to solve larger problems.

For certain tasks it is not sufficient to only model the problems in a qual-
itative algebra. Instead, a quantitative algebra allowing metric information
is needed. There exist many different quantitative formalisms for temporal
reasoning and the augmented interval algebra suggested by Condotta [Con00]
is one of them. In this framework the interval algebra of Allen has been ex-
tended with metric information between the endpoints of intervals. By using
a fairly complex algorithm that repeatedly propagates information between
the qualitative and quantitative parts of a problem instance; it is possible
to determine satisfiability of problem instances in this framework whenever
their qualitative part belongs to a tractable fragment of the interval algebra.

In the last paper of this thesis we demonstrate an alternative approach
with a greater expressibility than the augmented interval algebra and with
a simpler and faster algorithm for deciding satisfiability. This approach is
based on the STP6= framework of Gerevini and Cristani [GC97] which we
extend with disjunctions of disequality. This way we get a point algebra
STP∗ which has both a fast and simple algorithm for deciding satisfiability
as well as a good expressibility subsuming the augmented Ord-Horn fragment
of the interval algebra.
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Structure of the Thesis

In this introductory part of the thesis we have first presented a very brief
overview of our results in the context of earlier works within the field of
temporal and spatial reasoning. We continue with more on the results of
each separate paper of the thesis.

The rest of the thesis consists of four independent papers containing all
the definitions and proofs needed for the results of each paper. The papers
are presented in approximately the same order as they have been written
but since papers I and II are extended versions of several conference papers,
the order of some of the results can be somewhat non-obvious. The first
two conference papers contained in paper I were written before paper II and
the last one after. Although this means that there are references in both
directions between the conference papers constituting papers I and II, it is
recommended to read paper I first. The other papers in this thesis can be
read in any order but it may be beneficial to read paper I before paper III
and paper II before paper IV.

Summary of the Papers

We give here a brief summary of the topic and the results of each paper
included in this thesis. We try to do this on a sufficiently abstract level not
to require the actual definitions needed for the formal results but a quick
glance at the definitions of the full papers might come in handy for a reader
not familiar with the field.

Paper I - Point Algebras for Temporal Reasoning: Algorithms
and Complexity

In this paper we examine the point algebras for different domains. By ex-
tending them to allow for disjunctions we can express non-binary constraints
and more complex relations. For instance, by using disjunctions of con-
straints between endpoints of intervals, we can express interval relations. We
give a total classification of tractability for the point algebra extended with
disjunctions for the following time models:
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1. Totally ordered time.

2. Partially ordered time.

3. Partially ordered time with bounded dimension.

4. Branching time.

For the first domain, the full point algebra (without disjunctions) is tractable
and when extended with disjunctions there are exactly two tractable classes.

When looking at partially ordered time the picture becomes a little bit
more complicated since the point algebra is not tractable. When disjunctions
are not allowed we have three different tractable subsets of the relations and
when extended with disjunctions we have a total of four different maximal
tractable sets.

In some real-world problems involving e.g. unsynchronized clocks, time
can be modeled as a partial order of bounded dimension. However, the
computational complexity of such problems becomes very hard. For this time
model, even the set of basic point relations is NP-hard. We demonstrate that
this formalism has exactly three maximal tractable sets of relations for the
point algebra case and three corresponding maximal sets for the disjunctive
case.

Finally, the case of branching time is also of interest since the full (bi-
nary) point algebra is tractable although it has been demonstrated that k-
consistency for any k is not sufficient to determine global consistency. This
is interesting since path consistency is sufficient to determine consistency
for all the other tractable sets of binary relations considered in this paper.
Also, although this algebra when extended with disjunctions has five max-
imal tractable sets of relations, the full set of binary relations cannot be
extended with disjunctions tractably. Apart from making a classification of
tractability for this formalism we also suggest an improved algorithm for
deciding consistency of the full point algebra. This new algorithm runs in
O(n3.376) time which should be compared with the previous algorithm by
Hirsch [Hir97] running in O(n5) time.

We also exhibit a connection between the point algebra for partially or-
dered time and the Λ-problem which is a simple qualitative algebra for spatial
reasoning. Using this connection we can easily translate the tractability re-
sults from the point algebra to the Λ-problem.
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Paper II - Disjunctions, Independence, Refinements

Here we investigate disjunctions of constraints more deeply. We consider
three properties of relations known as the guaranteed satisfaction (GS) prop-
erty, 1-independence and 2-independence [CJJK01]. Let Γ and ∆ be two sets
of relations such that the CSP problem over Γ∪∆ is tractable. In short, we
prove the following:

• Let the set ∆∗ contain all possible finite disjunctive relations over ∆.
The CSP problem for this set is tractable if and only if ∆ has the GS
property.

• Let the set Γ×∨∆∗ contain all disjunctive relations over Γ ∪ ∆ where
relations in Γ are allowed to appear at most once in a disjunction
(compare with the Horn fragment of propositional logic). The CSP
problem for this set is tractable if and only if ∆ is 1-independent of Γ.

• Consider the set Γ∪∆2 where ∆2 contains all disjunctive relations over
∆ containing at most two disjuncts (compare with the Krom fragment
of propositional logic). The CSP problem for this set is tractable if and
only if ∆ is 2-independent of Γ.

Considering that these results allows us to decide tractability or intractability
of different sets of relations it would be useful to have an automatic method to
identify the GS, 1- and 2-independence properties. We look at a connection
between the concept of refinements, a method for automatically identifying
sets of relations that are decided by path consistency, and 1-independence.
We demonstrate how this connection can be used to automatically identify
relations having the 1-independence property. This is a powerful method
which allows us to automatically identify, for instance, all the tractable sets
of relations for the point algebras (with disjunctions) for totally ordered and
partially ordered time.

To see the applicability of these results we continue with the example
given in the introduction. Using the automatic method given in this paper
it can be noted that the relation not-equal is 1-independent of the tractable
Ord-Horn fragment of Allen’s interval algebra. Thus we can tractably solve
problems involving constraints such as: “Either Mr. Smith came to the
conference before Prof. Hill or session W and session X were not scheduled
at the same time”.
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Paper III - Constraint Satisfaction on Infinite Domains:
Composing Domains and Decomposing Constraints

Much effort has been spent on discovering tractable sets of relations for
relational algebras such as Allen’s interval algebra [KJJ01], various point
algebras [Kou96, JB98, AMR98] and spatial algebras such as RCC-5 and
RCC-8 [Ren99]. There has also been some effort to combine tractable sets of
relations from different domains to yield new tractable cases. For instance,
Cohen et al. [CJG00] demonstrate how tractable classes from disjoint do-
mains can be combined using the multiple relational union operator (.̇/).

In this paper we demonstrate how several properties such as decidability
by path-consistency and independence are preserved when combining disjoint
domains with the .̇/ operator. We also introduce a new property of relations
called the partitioning property. This property can be used to decompose
complex problems over one or several domains into smaller subproblems,
something which is especially useful when dealing with hard constraint prob-
lems.

For instance, if we were to extend the example from the introduction fur-
ther by adding variables and complex constraints on when different persons
attended last year’s conference, common sense tells us that we should be
able to solve the problem in two parts, first handling all the constraints on
events from last year and then the constraints for this year. If there are no
constraints at all between the original variables and the variables from last
year’s conference, this is trivial to realize since the problem evidently consists
of two disjoint parts. However, even if we have constraints such as “Session
A was scheduled before session X” where A is a session in last year’s confer-
ence, we can solve the problem as two disjoint subproblems since “before” is
a partitioning relation in Allen’s interval algebra.

By noting that the independence property is preserved when we combine
disjoint domains we can also solve constraints involving disjunctions and
multiple domains such as:

I1 comes before I2 or R1, R2 are disjoint

where I1, I2 represent time intervals (e.g. the duration of Dr Green’s and
Mr. Smiths presence at some conference) and R1, R2 represent regions (e.g.
which conference they attended).
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Furthermore, we run some tests for evaluating the efficiency of using this
method on different domains such as Allen’s interval algebra, the point alge-
bra for various time domains and two spatial algebras, RCC-5 and RCC-8.
Since it has been noted [Wal01] that real-world constraint problems rarely
have a completely random underlying structure, we choose to run these tests
not only on purely random problem instances but also instances with some
structure. Many different methods for generating random problem instances
have been suggested in the literature [BA99, WS98, Hog96]. For these in-
vestigations we choose to generate purely random constraint graphs, graphs
with a powerlaw [BA99] distribution and smallworld [WS98] graphs. As can
be expected these tests indicate that the decomposition method is most suc-
cessful for domains with a large number of relations with the partitioning
property and for problem instances with a powerlaw or smallworld graph
structure.

Paper IV - A Method for Metric Temporal Reasoning

Several methods for metric temporal reasoning using a linear model of time
have been proposed. One method is Horn Disjunctive Linear Relations
[JB98, Kou01], Horn DLRs for short. This method is generally considered
hard to implement since it builds on fairly complicated polynomial time al-
gorithms for linear programming. One method which has been suggested as
an alternative is to augment traditional qualitative reasoning problems such
as Allen’s interval algebra and the rectangle algebra with metric information
[Con00]. In this paper, we present a new point-based approach STP∗ for
metric temporal reasoning which subsumes the augmented interval algebra
in terms of expressibility but is subsumed by Horn DLRs. The advantage of
using this method over both the augmented interval algebra and Horn DLRs
is that it is very fast and easy to implement. We run a number of tests on
random problem instances and note that the practical cost of the algorithm is
fairly low. Note that altough similar in definition to the temporal constraint
formalism of Stergiou and Koubarakis [SK00] the expressibility of STP∗ and
their formalism are only partially overlapping.

A natural example of where these kind of metric constraints can be used
is to extend the example of the conference attendees with metric information
such as: Mr. Smith arrived at the conference site three hours before session
Y and there was a five minute coffee break between sessions X and Y.
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Future work

We will here recapitulate on some of the more central questions raised in
this thesis. In paper II we have shown three properties to be essential and
sufficient for tractability of three different forms of sets of relations. Since we
have also provided results simplifying the identification of these properties,
this makes it easier to demonstrate tractability or intractability of new sets
of relations. Since there is at least one more interesting set of relations not
covered by our results we pose the following open questions:

Open question 1. Assume CspSat(Γ∪∆) is tractable. What is a necessary
and sufficient condition for tractability of CspSat(Γ×∨∆)?

Applying our automatic method of deciding the 1-independence property on
the point algebras for totally-ordered and partially-ordered time detects all
tractable sets of disjunctive relations. Since we have neither been able to
prove nor disprove this in the general case, this naturally raises the following
question:

Open question 2. Assume path-consistency decides CspSat(Γ) and let
M∆ be the matrix and Check-Refinements the algorithm defined in paper
II. Is it true that ∆ ⊆ Γ is 1-independent of Γ if and only if the algorithm
Check-Refinements(Γ,M∆) returns succeed?

Since the refinement based method is restricted to binary relations only and
path-consistency must decide the underlying CspSat problem, it would be
of interest to find a more general algorithm without these restrictions.

Open question 3. Given arbitrary sets Γ,∆ of relations, is there an algo-
rithm for deciding whether ∆ is 1-independent of Γ or not?

Of course, this question could be generalized and it would be of interest to
find an automatic method for deciding k-independence for arbitrary k. In
our classifications in paper I we have come a very long way using 1- and
2-independence for proving tractability and intractactability. We therefore
pose also this open question:
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Open question 4. Given arbitrary sets Γ,∆ of relations, is there an algo-
rithm for deciding whether ∆ is 2-independent of Γ or not?

Note that there exists a trivial automatic but not complete method for prov-
ing that ∆ is not 2-independent of Γ by generating problems and testing
for satisfiability. This method can, for instance, be used for most of the
NP-hardness proofs for relations in paper I involving disjunctions.

One interesting follow up of these investigations would be to develop an
automatic tool aiding classifications of new domains by using the refinement
and independence based methods for discovering tractable and intractable
sets of relations as well as the methods of paper I for making total classifica-
tions when disjunctions are allowed. Such a tool could greatly ease the task
of classifying new domains and constructing efficient solvers for them.

In paper III we present the partitioning property of relations which can
be used to enhance backtracking based solvers and give a method to auto-
matically identify this property when path consistency is sufficient to deter-
mine consistency for some basic relations. This naturally raises the question
whether there exists an automatic method for identifying this property in
the general case.

Open question 5. Given arbitrary sets Γ,ϕ ⊂ Γ of relations, is there an
algorithm for deciding whether ϕ partitions Γ or not?

The partitioning property cannot only be used on qualitative algebras but
also for quantitative ones. For instance, if we consider STP constraints (and
their closure under intersection and composition) as intervals of real numbers
and define ϕ = {]−∞, r], [r,+∞[|r ∈ R} we can prove that ϕ partitions the
full set of STP (and STP6=) constraints. Thus we can employ the decom-
position method to easier solve metric point algebra problems involving dis-
junctions. This makes the STP∗ method of paper IV even more promising
and it would be interesting to develop a solver which backtracks on arbitrary
constraints involving disjunctions of STP6= constraints until only STP∗ con-
straints are left. By employing the decomposition method this solver could
probably be made very efficient.
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